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ABSTRACT 

A range of equipment has been developed for automatic inspection of rolling stock. This paper 

presents developments for the inspection of solid and hollow train axles. In both cases inspection is 

carried out in-service, that is, without the need of disassembly of wheelsets. We compare instance 

developed on Spanish railways with Slovene system. 

The railway traffic requires safety and reliability of service of all railway vehicles. Suitable 

technical systems and working methods adapted to it, which meet the requirements on safety and 

good order of traffic, should be maintained. For detection of defects, non-destructive testing 

methods - which should be quick, reliable and cost-effective - are most often used. Inspection of 

characteristic parts is carried out periodically in accordance with internal standards or 

regulations; inspections may be both regular and extraordinary; the latter should be carried out 

after collisions, derailment or grazing of railway vehicles. Maintenance of railway vehicles is 

scheduled in accordance with periodic inspections and regular repairs. Inspections and repairs are 

prescribed according to the criteria of operational life, limited by the time of operation of a 

locomotive in traffic or according to the criteria of operational life including the path travelled. 

The present paper treats testing of axles in wheel and axle sets of diesel-engine trains; attention is 

devoted to theoretical as well as practical work. A suitable perfected experimental system for the 

ultrasonic testing of axles of diesel – engine trains was elaborated. To this end we had at our 

disposal unserviceable axles of wheel and disassembled axle sets, where at individual critical points 

it was possible to simulate defects  at various depths. On the basis of the defects, the applicability of 

individual ultrasonic probes was assessed. Testing was thus successfully carried out with each of the 

selected ultrasonic probes at the shorter and longer side of the gear wheel of the driving axle from 

different fields. Each of the variants selected was recorded for subsequent analysis of the results. 

Finally, based on the procedures selected, geometries of the known types of ultrasonic  paths were 

calculated for a comparison with the results of the experimental work. With automation assure 

higher quality and safety of testing on  railway machine parts  at maintenance based condition. 

Key words: automation, assuring of quality, condition based maintenance, machine parts of railway 
vehicles.  
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1. Introduction 

Maintenance evolved from urgent repairs to highly professional activity, that  demands specialists 
from field of planning, executions and controls.   
The need for specialists in this field is growing, since with  the development of production activities, 
more and more demanding working means  for execution of maintenance processes are used. The 
maintenance is becoming very important activity in today's period, if we wish to ensure prescribed 
usuful life  of machines and of devices, and her undisturbed operation. 
This means, that the maintainer of works has to be very well educated to be able to control the  
above devices and machines in the right moment. Slovenia adopted the standard SIST EN 
13306:2001 [1], which defines  the expressions for all types of maintenance.  
Management must define his maintenance strategy round next main criteria of maintenance: 

to assure accessibility »of product« for demanded function, with optimized costs, 
to consider safety demand, for users of product, and as also for maintainers at quality 
execution of maintenance procedures, 
to assure useful life of product at keeping of his quality 

Good execution of maintenance assures reliable and quality use of the product with high 
exploitability.  
The standards enables the user and mainainer to better understand the maintenance demands.  
The expressions in standard  are very general, because they employ technical and also activities 
from preparing of documentation to planning.  
The scheme 1 was prepared in accordance with the appointed standard (Figure  1), where 
maintenance is distributed in two groups: 
• preventive maintenance and 
• corrective  maintenance 

Fig. 1: Distribution of maintenance round standard SIST EN 13306 

2. Condition based maintenance 

The maintenance department constantly  assesses the condition of machines and devices  to enable 
undisturbed operation. This is the concept of preventive maintenance, where the decision concerning 
activities of maintenance occur on the basis of periodical or  uninterrupted control of technical 
condition of system in operation. The preventive maintenance got into rule after 1970 with the 
development of transmittable electronics and informatics.   
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The devices enable a set of measurable parameters, which are important to evaluate the mechanical 
parts of machines or devices.  
With the predescribed control, the specialists are able to appoint the terms and scope of plan 
activities. Based on this, the prognosis of operations of devices can be predicted.   
At preventive maintenance we know already in advance interventions about type and degree of 
maintenance. 
Procedure of maintenance includes technical diagnostics and supposes, that employment can assess 
occurred injuries, during which can enough carefully to determine remained life cycle  of machine 
or of device. 
Common cost of maintenance because of shortening is reducing with systematic approach and 
because of smaller number of congestions between operation. 
The final destination of systematic examinations of component parts of working mean, that we 
increase operational life and we increase safety and reliability  of product. 

Rudiment of condition based maintenance properly only next to next conditions: 
notice is not perhaps to make impossible with reconstruction of device or changed manner of 
use, 
notice perform random, 
that are  measurable physical greatness, with which is perhaps in time to feel upcoming 
notice, 
measuring is in given conditions of activity of device is feasibly and cost interesting. 

Next to introduction of one from types of technical diagnostics, also question of additional 
costs appears always, that they will set in with this  and benefits, that them will be having 
company from execution of such activities. Too often execution measurement or whole 
placing of devices for incessant control of condition is usually connected with high filings of 
outside performers or with additional costs for measuring lean. We are reducing efficiency of 
used procedures at execution of measurements in longer time intervals. Correct choice of 
procedures for control of condition us enables to  in time perception of changes on treated 
testing devices, measurements  must to be technically feasible [2]. 

Problems are to appear at accuracy of available data, that we get at measurements on machines or 
devices. Critical condition of individual parameter is important, that he goes by change of 
operational ability of product and foreseeing of creation is allowing malfunctions. necessary  
periodical or occasional (random) control  of degree of wear out or of evaluation wear out machine, 
devices or systems, and we can predict possibility behind further use. We appoint terms and scope 
of replacements on base of findings, repaired or to renew works. 

3. Use of Nondestructive testing  at Condition based maintenance 

Tehnical diagnostics is science, that engages in finding of condition of systems operational 
circumstances with including of theory of recognizing of condition of system, that he includes 
mathematical and statistical procedures.
Next Nondestructive testing are known, that use at testing railway vehicles namely: control of 
vibrations, termografic analysis of bearings, visual testing, control of lubricant, detection of cracks, 
accompanying of corrosion. Nondestructive testing  include making of procedures for examination 
and detection of mistakes and evaluation influences of mistakes on quality of material of 
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semifinished good or of product. Objectivity requests for testing and assessment of condition of 
product at selection of suitable procedure and repeatability.  
Maintenance of railway vehicles is scheduled in accordance with periodic inspections and regular 
repairs. Inspections and repairs are prescribed according to the criteria of  operational life, limited by 
the time of operation of a locomotive in traffic or according to the criteria of operational life 
including the path travelled. 
Main intention of ultrasonic investigation is detection volume and plane mistakes in interior or on 
surface of material machine, where we appoint shape and size of irregularity of less odes of 
millimeter on base of height and location of signal. Sensitivity of ultrasonic investigations of 
machine depends upon depth and orientation of floodlight in material, frequencies of probe and type 
of wave used. Frontier is detections of size of mistake, that them procedure recognize, smallest at 
aluminium and ferit steel, a bit larger at avstenitic steel, cast irons, copper and his alloys. 
We must have at disposal automated controls with introduction also with suitable software for 
gathering and analysis of ultrasonic data, which improves also frontiers of capacity of this procedure 
strongly. All more  ultrasonic machines  is equipped with notebook computer  and with suitable 
programme for storing and data processing, that  makes also evaluation of condition works of 
machine or device in final phase considering clue.

4. Automation of control of axle and shaft 

On shaft of  railway vechiles on diesel motor trains will be showed results of testing in contribution 
and we will devote attention to theoretical and experimental treatment. 
The angle of special ultrasonic probes was tested on an aluminium block by means of electro-
dynamics probes. The results were satisfactory deviations. Thus all the critical locations were 
included. The test must be made from both ends of the shaft. The calculation of signals was made on 
the basis of a drawing of the shaft by means of a computer program. The system was then tested on 
dismantled shafts without flaws and on shafts with induced flaws. 
The analysis of the results obtained on the shafts equipped with wheels, gear wheel and bearings, 
showed some deviations due to the fitted elements mentioned. It was found that satisfactory results 
were provided only by the probes at angles of 11 and 26 degrees [3].  
Finding of condition of machine part, usually axle or of shaft, it is very demanding because of heavy 
accessibility. It is known from experiences, that is necessary to know critical points for individual 
assemblies or of machine parts. Special protective activity is search and abolishing of bad points on 
technical system.  Conceived is on base of results as also of realizations or of other instances of 
testing from and of preliminary measurements at testing of axle or of shaft.  Shafts of railway 
vicheles are subjected to possible eventual injuries because of shape and pretentiousness of loads, to 
development of initial refined cracks because of treatment of material. Bad or critical towns can 
occur on axles or shafts. 
We are searching critical points on raillway vechiles more attentively, because we already are 
foreseeing them on base of loads, shapes of shaft and preliminary experiences on field of 
investigations.  
Causes for presence of critical points in shaft are still: 

bad constructional solution, 
irresponsibly working or maintenance, 
unsuitable chooses technological or operational process, 
impact of conditions of environment on material (fatigue, corrosion). 
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“Slovenske železnice SŽ” (Slovenian Railways) have a set of railcars of series 813/814 
which was first manufactured by the Italian firm Fiat and later in co-operation with DO TVT “Boris 
Kidri ” from Maribor. The vehicles required an introduction of a systematic inspection of individual 
assemblies and/or parts. Already in 1976 the first cracks were found on the axles in the wheel and 
axle sets by means of non-destructive testing. The finding that the axles in the wheel and axle sets 
belonged to the most heavily stressed parts of railway vehicles brought about their systematic 
inspection. The data available on the state of the axles in the wheel and axle sets indicated that there 
were numerous defects located at the transition from wheel hub edge to axle axis. Damages to the 
axle were found  at inner points of the transition from hub to axle (critical points KM 1 and KM 3) 
as shown in  Figure 2. 

Fig. 2: Critical points of axles of driving wheel and axle sets 

Damages appeared also on both sides of the transition from gear wheel to axle (critical points KM 2 
and KM 4). 

5. Selection of a testing method 

The railway regulation 4  requires  a compulsory inspection of the wheel and axle sets in a 
dismantled state by means of a special ultrasonic probe with the sound exit at an angle of 37°- AW 
37. 
In order to improve safety in railway traffic the Service for Defectoscopy of “Slovenske železnice 
Ljubljana” has set itself a task to improve the reliability of testing and ensure  earlier detection of 
defects in the axles. To this end several years ago the first systematic analyses were made which 
permitted the elaboration of instructions for ultrasonic inspection. It should be mentioned that the 
inspection method applied to the front using normal probes is rather unreliable since at the 
transitions there are various reflections and transformations of the form of wave-motion. Three 
questions seem to need answers, i.e.: 

1. Is it possible to detect defects at all critical points by transmission from the same side of the axle? 
2. At which size - depth of the defect  proper identification can be achieved? 
3. Which of the normal ultrasonic probes is suitable for efficient identification of defects? 

For ultrasonic testing three driving axles and one running axle were selected. With them three 
different sizes of artificial defects, which were transverse notches on the cylindrical part of the axles, 
were simulated. The selected areas with the notches were those characteristic areas where cracks 
used to appear. These areas were, therefore, called critical areas. 
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Testing was performed with different normal ultrasonic probes designated B2S, MB2S, B4S and 
MB4S. The identification procedure was carried out from both front faces of the individual axles, 
i.e. from the longer and the shorter face with reference to the gear wheel while the device used was 
set at 1.5 and 2.5 m. In order to ensure permanent positioning of the ultrasonic probes at the front 
face of the axles, a suitable aid adapted to the ultrasonic probes with 25 mm (Figure 3) and 24 mm 
(Figure 4) in diameter was designed. 

Fig. 3: Positioning device for the probe with 
10 mm in diameter 

Fig. 4: Positioning device for the probe with 
24 mm in diameter 

The applicability of testing of the axles of the wheel and axle sets was considerably reduced by the 
purchase of a special lathe for profile treatment of running wheels on the axle of a railcar. SŽ 
Ljubljana had, therefore, prepared and adopted corresponding instructions for ultrasonic testing of 
the axles from the front face 3 . For testing of the axles it is necessary to have at one’s disposal 
appropriate calculations of the sound path which make it possible to assess all the signals available 
on the display of an ultrasonic detector. A longitudinal wave from a normal ultrasonic probe may be 
reflected directly or partially in accordance with the law of reflection and be partially transformed 
into a transverse wave at an angle T of which  the velocity is nearly twice reduced. Ten types of 
sound paths were obtained. Lengths of these paths were calculated for transmission from the shorter 
face and from the longer face. The sound paths are designated by symbols, i.e. capitals of the 
alphabet. So we have types A, B, C, D, E and F. For each sound-path type there is information on 
the calculated sound path in the first line; then the number of sections on the device display where 
reflection appears is calculated by calibrating the device at the lengths of 1.5 m and 2.5 m 
respectively 4-7 .
Figure 6 shows the second group of ultrasonic signals named type C and type D. Ultrasonic waves 
represent a combination of longitudinal and transversal waves. The probe emits a longitudinal wave, 
which, due to the contact with the axle surface at an appropriate angle, transforms into a transversal 
wave, which travels to the edge, is there reflected and then travels back to the probe in the reverse 
direction. Also, as in the previous case, a pictorial display of sound paths with reflections from the 
upper or the lower angles of the given axle is obtained. 

LZ=LL+LT

LZV - sound path; includes the longitudinal component of ultrasonic waves LL; k - distance from the 

probe to the edge of the first reflection; h - distance across the radius to the centre of the probe. 
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Fig. 5 shows ultrasonic signals of types A and B, which are direct longitudinal waves, which reflect 
from edges on the upper or the lower half of the axle. 
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Fig. 5: Display of ultrasonic signals of types A and B; 

Fig. 6: Display of ultrasonic signals of types C and D; LZV - sound path; includes the longitudinal 
component of ultrasonic waves LL; LT - transversal component of ultrasonic wave. 
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Fig. 7: Display of ultrasonic signals of type E; vL - speed of longitudinal waves in steel (5920 m/s); 
vT - speed of transversal waves in steel (3320 m/s); d - axle diameter; ,  - reflection angles for 
longitudinal or transversal wave. 
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During the axle testing it was found that another combination of sound waves appears when the 
longitudinal wave first transforms into a transversal wave, which then transforms back into the 
longitudinal wave because of the appropriate reflection angle. This type was marked as type E. The 
path of this type of ultrasonic wave is somewhat longer than that of the previous individual 
ultrasonic paths of types A, B, C and D, which can be ascertained from the final equation, which is 
obtained by addition of sound paths of the longitudinal waves and the transversal wave. The 
ultrasonic path of type E is shown in Fig. 7 with the corresponding type of waves, as well as the 
angles of reflection of longitudinal and transversal waves. 
The computer program elaborated for this purpose permits also the calculation of sound paths in 
cases when the emitted sound wave encounters a crack in places where ultrasonic testing is possible. 
Fig. 8 shows the example of a crack where the nave of the toothed wheel is put on the engine axle. 
The final formula for the calculation of sound path to the crack, i.e., from the ultrasonic wave origin 
to the defect, i.e., crack spot, is given. After the processing the signal as well as the location of the 
material testing with the simulated or real defect is shown at the display. 

L F L C L BZV ZV ZV( ) ( ( ) ( ))
1

2

Fig. 8: Display of ultrasonic signals of type F with the reflection from the defect, i.e., crack; ,  - 
reflection angles for longitudinal or transversal wave. 

CRACK 
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6. Setting up of experimental system 

A suitably perfected experimental system for the ultrasonic testing of axles of railway vehicles was 
elaborated. The conventional non-destructive testing has encompassed the examination of railway 
engines and vehicles with only standard ultrasonic devices having standard ultrasonic probes. 
Ultrasonic testing operators must be qualified to correctly evaluate the echograms at  the cathode 
tube of the ultrasonic device. It is also expected of the operator to have a good theoretical 
knowledge, so that he can successfully compare the signals calculated from the echograms. When 
using a standard ultrasonic device, the operator is facing a demanding task of evaluating the state 
and usability of the machine element, i.e., test specimen, even though at the final stage he does not 
have any document or echogram available which would confirm his decision taken when testing a 
material. A photograph of the screen display or an impression of the cracked surface can serve as 
evidence for a crack detected at the axle surface or after an additional penetrant testing. 
The process of ultrasonic testing and also evaluating is a distinctively subjective process of testing 
itself as well as of decision-making or evaluating of the test specimen. The quality of the state 
evaluation of the test specimen depends on the operator, particularly on his knowledge and 
qualification as well as caution, accuracy and responsibility in performing the ultrasonic 
examination. With the intent to exclude subjective influences in testing the railway-vehicle axles, a 
corresponding experimental system was adapted, which is capable of saving echograms to floppy 
discs and enables further computer processing. The system proposed permits documenting of testing 
results, the making of different reviews and analyses over a short or long period of time. Such a 
systematic approach to ultrasonic testing also enables the development and perfection of the 
procedure in such a way that the axles may be tested faster and with a greater quality. 
The experimental system for non-destructive testing of railway-vehicle axles consists of the 
following components: 

a defectoscope of the home firm ISKRA, which has been later substituted for defectoscope USL-
32 of the firm Krautkrämer; 
an A/D converter of ultrasonic signals; 
a personal computer and a printer. 

Fig. 9:Experimental system for non-destructive testing of railway-vehicle axles. 

Signal capturing is performed manually with normal, 2 MHz or 4 MHz ultrasonic probes, as well as 
with special ultrasonic probes with different angles for testing from the axle front. Axle front testing 
is used in the cases when various machine elements attached to the axle limit direct contact of the 
ultrasonic probe with the axle. 
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Consequently, for axle testing the standard ultrasonic probes which were modified in such a way 
that the angle of incidence of the ultrasonic wave could be varied were chosen. With a computer 
program elaborated for this purpose, theoretical calculations of ultrasonic signals on the basis of 
input data can be performed and a necessary printout of signals for individual, i.e., chosen, axles of 
railway engines can be made. Theoretical signals are then compared to the signals captured on the 
new, flawless axles. The theoretical signals can be determined on the basis of a corresponding 
representation of the shape and size of individual axles and the physical model for the calculation of 
the path of ultrasonic waves between the reflections in the test specimen. The program is made for 
general use, which means that the size and individual characteristic shapes of axles, i.e., machine 
elements, to be tested must be input. 

In view of modern computer and processing technology, it is possible to complement the 
experimental system by connecting the standard ultrasonic device to a computer, which, with an 
adapted software program, permits a quick, real-time calculation of ultrasonic paths. In order to do 
that, a computer program should include the following: 

a selection of corresponding data regarding the size of the axle, i.e., machine element; 
a selection of corresponding data regarding the shape of the axle, i.e., machine element; 
location of the probe at the test specimen; 
ultrasonic device measurement range settings; 
recorded echogram for the given axle, i.e., machine element; 
computer-aided verification of the theoretical and actual ultrasonic signals; 
decision about the type and size of defects; 
capability to save echograms and other testing data; 
statistical processing of data and making of recommendations; 
perfection of testing method. 

The computer aids in the calculation of theoretical signals in the given machine element to be tested 
with the selected ultrasonic probes. The second step is the comparison of the actual and theoretical 
signals, which allows the prediction of the state of the tested machine element. All theoretical 
signals as well as the captured ultrasonic signals can also be compared. 
With the proposed experimental system it is possible to execute the entire procedure with a 
computer program named ULTRAZ, which is written in Turbo Pascal. 
To be able to make a successful comparison of the actual, i.e., captured, ultrasonic signals and the 
theoretical ones, first the ultrasonic device for the communication with an oscilloscope had to be 
adapted. Later an A/D converter, which permits a conversion of signals into a digital form for a 
future display, was integrated into the experimental system. 

7. Computer program for the calculation of theoretical signals and their comparison to the 

captured ultrasonic signals

The computer program works according to a flowchart, which shows the course of individual 
operations, i.e., procedures.  
The computer program was made with object programming, which includes the importance of and 
the need for the given testing procedure, whereas the procedure order is not important. The 
procedure is concluded when all procedures are regulated in accordance with the instructions, which 
the operator should have.
The course of the program operation  includes the plotting of the pictorial display. Then follows the 
reading of the computer command which enables the following procedures: 

to prescribe the shape of the axle or some other machine element; 
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to draw the shape of the element to be tested and to check its correctness; 
to input the relevant settings of the test specimen and the ultrasonic probe, which produces a 
corresponding pictorial display or an echogram; 
to calculate the theoretical sound paths between the individual reflections on the given axle, i.e., 
machine element; 
to draw sound paths for the given axles, i.e., machine elements, and to present the calculated data, 
i.e., sound paths, in a graphic and/or table form for the individual types of sound paths A, B, C, D 
and E. 

Fig. 10: Display of ultrasonic signals of types A,B,C,D and E as a function of the sound path at 
reflection from edges with computer programme of ULTRAZ. 

Instance of automated examination of shaft and axles from the  front  on spanish railways

The devised system for automatic inspection axles or shafts is still more perfectly in Spain railway 
as in Slovenia. In article [11] sees instance of control  of solid and  hollow axles without  
dismantling of railway vechile. These systems have been developed at the request of, and in close 
cooperation with, the equipment & maintenance division of the Spanish national railway 
operator Renfe (Red Nacional de los Ferrocarriles Españoles) Integria. Together with a recently 
developed ultrasonic automatic in service wheel inspection equipment, these new systems represent 
the complete set of rolling stock inspection solutions based on INTERLAB IEC proprietary modular 
system ULTRASEN® [12].  

Make of computer programme for treatment of ultrasonic wave in shaft or of axle 

Fig 11a: Overall axle inspection, 0º incidence angle. 
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Fig. 11b: Specific inspection of reduction gear seat and fillet to body of axle, 6.6º incidence 
angle. 

Fig. 11 c: Specific inspection of wheel seat to body of axle fillet, 13,3º incidence angle. 

Fig. 11: Overall axle inspection, 0º, 6,6º and 13,3º  incidence angle 

Similarly as in above listed our instance shown on picture 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8, treated reflections of 
ultrasonic waves from edges in shaft or axle with computer programme on Spanish railways.  
For the inspection of solid axles, ultrasonic transducers are scanned following a circular trajectory 
around the axle head. The incidence angle and circular trajectory radius for each of the transducers 
is chosen to aim its beam to specific areas of interest in the axle outer surface, where it has been 
established both by RENFE and the axle manufacturer that the formation of cracks is likeliest. 
Sensitivity calibration is done at the beginning of each shift, setting the gain so that the echo from a 
methacrylate reference block reaches a preset amplitude level. Apart from the specific areas in each 
axle type, a general inspection is performed inall axles with a straight beam probe. As an example, 
transducer deployment for the inspection of a sample axle (commuter train type UT S/447 motor car 
axle, requiring three different incidence angles, see in figures 11.a to 11.c. Beam profiles are drawn 
to scale, considering the standard 2.25 MHz �25mm transducers used in the inspection system. 

8. Solid axle inspection system 

The solid axle inspection system  is made up of a transducer-holder tool which positions the 
transducers against the axle head and rotates them around the axle head during inspection. 
A primary requirement for the solid axle inspection system to operate on the mounted axle is, so that 
only the minimum number of parts required to gain access to the axle head need to be disassembled 
for inspection (namely, the axle-box cover, and the ground contact or speed measurement 
assemblies). The transducer-holder tool is fixed to the axle head for inspection using the axle-box 
cover mounting studs (or bolt holes). 

The transducerholder tool is split into a main body -which holds the ultrasonic transducers, the 
encoder used to synchronise triggering of the ultrasonic pulses to angular position and the crank and 
reduction required to rotate the three-transducer assembly around the axle head- and an axle-box 
adapter ring. In this way, different axle-box bolt patterns corresponding to different axles can be 
accommodated by just selecting the appropriate adapter ring. 
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Fig. 12: General view of transducer-holder tool mounted on an axle during inspection on Renfe 

The transducers are mounted on hinged cups, that we see on figure 13, so that they can swivel as 
needed to guarantee the wedge seats properly on the axle head during inspection. Furthermore, in 
order to adapt to mechanical tolerances and possible surface irregularities on the axle head the 
transducer holding cups are mounted on spring loaded rods.  
Our system on picture 13 is lead by hand, so that we are twisting system of three  ultrasonic heads in 
circle slowly. With use of pnevmatic motor or incremental electric motor, we could automate 
system. 
The second method of avoiding the deficiencies of testing the shaft from the front was to use a 
system of special normal ultrasonic probes which transmitted the waves at an angle. Normal 
ultrasonic probes were built in a plastic facility at angles of 0 , 7 , 11  and 26 degrees. 

Fig. 13: Construction of plastic support for ultrasonic probe 0 , 7 , 11 , 16  and 26

The angle of special ultrasonic probes was tested on an aluminum block by means of electro-
dynamics probes []. The results were satisfactory deviations. Thus all the critical locations were 
included. The test must be made from both ends of the shaft. The calculation of signals was made on 
the basis of a drawing of the shaft by means of a computer program. The system was then tested on 
dismantled shafts without flaws and on shafts with induced flaws. 
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The analysis of the results obtained on the shafts equipped with wheels, gear wheel and bearings, 
showed some deviations due to the mentioned fitted elements. It was found that satisfactory results 
were given only by the probes at angles of 11 and 26 degrees.                  
With this system of testing  shaft or axle from front, more reliable controlling of eventual cracks is 
allowed, alone procedure is automated already mostly. 
Spanish device is made automatic direction of ultrasonic heads variably, that we can insert different 
ultrasonic heads for different types of vagon or locomotive shafts or axles. There is drive 
mechanically and with the help of electric motors. 
Apart from the basic feature of axle inspection, the system software includes 
auxiliary modules for calibration and management of databases for both axle inspection 
results and configuration parameter sets for different axle types. 
Device is showed on picture 13  and she is made for automatic search of mistakes in machine parts, 
for discovering irregularities in material with comparison of signals.

9. Hollow axles or shafts  inspection system 

Similarly to the case of solid axles, the hollow axle inspection system includes a mechanical 
subsystem, that positions the ultrasonic transducers against the axle bore inner surface and performs 
scanning along the axle bore, and a control module, which houses the ultrasound data processing 
unit, the electric motor drives and the computer-hosted GUI (Graphic User Interface). 
The four transducers (see Figure 14) required for hollow axle inspection are mounted on a 
cylindrical holder attached to a motor driven pole, which performs the axial and angular scan 
movements of the transducer head. Connection to the axle head is done by a collar flange which 
bolts directly to the axle head. Transducers are mounted by pairs on spring-loaded shoes that 
guarantee correct transducer to axle surface contact. 

Fig. 14: Design of four transducer head tool (right) and actual view of transducer head and collar 
flange for attachment to axle head (left). 

For examination of hollow shaft was used in Spain 45  and 70  ultrasonic head

10. Our system ultrasonic testing of the hollow shaft or axle 

Only probe under corner of 45 degrees is installed on our system of examination of hollow axles. 
With manual passing can straight so, as at Spanish instance and we are finding mistakes in material 
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of axle, however procedure is still  manual, only treatment of signals already is automated. We could 
automate examination with use of pnevmatic motor or electric stepping motor with minimal costs. 
The testing procedure for the hollow shaft or axle of the electric railcars of series 312 is similar to 
testing of other shafts and axles.  
The hollow shaft or axle is thus tested with a special device permitting to guide the probe through 
the cavity. Fig. 11 shows an aid permitting to push the probe along the hollow shaft or axle to test it. 
                             

Fig. 15: Device for examinations of new electric railcars of series 312 

Figure 16 shows two echograms, i.e. one of an axle showing no defect (left) and one of another axle 
showing a defect (right), and relevant records of the characteristic data on testing. The data include 
the calibration of the apparatus to a distance of 2500 mm, velocity of ultrasonic waves in steel being 
5920 m/s. There are also data on the delay and the location of signals (distance between the probe 
and the point of reflection). 

Fig. 16: Images of scanning showing no defect and scanning showing a defect. 

Acceptance criteria: 
in accordance with railway standard UIC 811-1, no surface indication detected, i.e. no crack, 
is acceptable.  

11. Computer support at automatic checking of shaft or of axle 

Control system for examination of solid or  hollow shaft or  axle with computer support is showed 
on picture 17.  Special preparing turns system of ultrasonic heads around axle, computer programme 
is doing treatment of ultrasonic signals with the help of computer interface. 
For both hollow and solid axles, inspection should focus on the detection of cracks originating on 
the outer axle surface, and propagating both along the axle circumference and inward toward the 
axle core. It must be noted that the ultrasonic echoes coming from these cracks cannot be told apart 
from those coming from axle-specific geometric features (such as corners, fillets and chamfers 
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between different diameter zones), except for the latter occurring always at fixed locations along the 
axle. 

Fig. 17: Automatic control is supported with computer programme for treatment of signals 

So, simple application of a fixed threshold level to all received echoes would yield a number of false 
alarms for every axle inspected, with the operator having to verify if these echoes correspond to 
expected axle geometric features or actual cracks. In both axle inspection systems, this problem has 
been addressed by adding to the inspection parameters for each axle type a set of user-defined no-
process areas, so that above threshold echoes in these areas are not identified as cracks. These no-
process areas can be defined by the user either numerically (by defining axial start and end 
coordinates) or graphically upon a C-Scan of a reference axle using the calibration tools. 
The control of railway axles on German railways and shafts already automated, however he must 
take these vital machine parts to pieces first. Uses automated Phased Array technology, that brings 
according to author also very satisfactory results [13]. 

12. Conclusion 

Development of ultrasonic systems in world presses down to automation of examinations, also in 
instance of testing of railway vechiles of axle and shaft. Procedure can be simpler and quick 
essentially in this instance, and we can increase frequency of periodical examinations. Main 
measured for assessment of successfulness chosen technology of maintenance are high degree of 
reliability of technical systems  and extremely smaller costs of maintenance and operation.  
Engine-axle examinations from the front provide us with only the rough information for the 
detection of larger cracks present. Due to the transformation of ultrasonic waves from longitudinal 
into transversal and vice versa one pass over the axle gives three or four signals of different 
amplitudes and in different places. The signals are recorded as a screen display at fixed 
amplification or at definition of the height of the last signal at a chosen signal length for the 
calibration of the device. The parts attached to the axle give a more complicated screen display. 
Routine work with the given experimental system confirmed that small initial cracks cannot be 
detected in this way, that is why the proposed method of testing is used only where there are no 
other options. The method is sufficiently reliable in spite of this limitation because the axles are 
overdimensioned and can withstand deeper defects, i.e., cracks, before destruction. 
Both inspection systems were tested against reference axles with machined artificial cracks, 
in order to test their crack detection abilities and set up inspection parameter sets for different axles, 
and then on actual mounted axles, to test system performance in real-life operation. Some sample 
results are presented in what follows. 
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Our computer supported testing  is done with experimental system, that is showed on picture 9, with 
display of theoretical points of signals  is on picture 10.  Next to introduction of additional devices, 
that they are allowing perfect automation of procedure, you could introduce automated control of 
solid and hollow shafts or axle also in our railway workrooms. 
On instance of introduction of automatic system on Spanish railways see, that come on procedures 
completely to automate. If compare condition on Slovene railways are  which on good way, that we 
fulfil time's it this soon and automate system for ultrasonic control of machine parts for still  reliably 
and more quality detection of mistakes. 
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